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SPECTACULAR
Indeed, spectacular. That is the word that will come into the mind of more than one of us when we listen to
this compact album. It must have something to do with Rachmaninov’s passionate music and his brilliant
orchestration, no doubt, but also with the assistance of a sensational orchestra, the painstaking work of a more
than convincing conductor and the sound quality. All that, separately and together, spectacular.
The Asian orchestra celebrates this year the thirtieth anniversary of its inception and this celebration takes
place at a sweet moment of its still brief history given the fact that since 1997 SSO performs under the music
direction of Lan Shui, who has turned it into a world class ensemble. David Zinman noticed the talent of this
Chinese musician back in 1992 when he invited Shui to the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra as Conducting
Affiliate. From that moment onwards Lan Shui held similar positions with Järvi in Detroit and with Masur in
New York and started to collaborate frequently with European and American orchestras and to record works
leading prestigious ensembles such as the Malmö Symphony. In Singapore he found “his” orchestra and this
fortunate collaboration between the conductor and the ensemble has borne well-known fruit such as the
fantastic (and pioneering) complete cycle of symphonies by Tcherepnin.
These Asian musicians are just about the ideal interpreters of Rachmaninov’s expressive intensity. Who would
have thought it? It is hard to believe that there are people who say that Asian musicians are cold no matter
how well they perform… Anyway, let’s leave aside prejudices and not be carried away out of inertia, that is to
say, by mental laziness. Just listen and enjoy this extraordinary Rachmaninov that has nothing to envy much
of what is already known. If this volume initiates a new complete cycle of Rachmaninov’s symphonies, it can’t
be done on a better note.
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